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                                    Results                                    
 
Event 1  Men 1 Mile Run
================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
Finals
  1 Jason Holt                   Utah State           4:13.11    4:14.19  
  2 Brian Pierre                 Boise State          4:19.00    4:14.65  
  3 Jared Keller                 Utah Valley Stat     4:16.23    4:16.69  
  4 Tim Rowberry                 Utah Valley Stat     4:19.53    4:18.51  
  5 Sawyer Bosch                 Boise State          4:19.00    4:18.81  
  6 Ben Kessen                   Utah State           4:15.08    4:19.56  
  7 Eric Larson                  Utah State           4:13.58    4:23.25  
  8 Jessy Brown                  Concordia (Ore.)     4:18.00    4:23.44  
  9 Scott Foley                  Boise State          4:20.00    4:27.84  
 10 Nick Bolinder                Utah State           4:23.82    4:34.19  
 11 Jeff Roy                     Eastern Oregon       4:30.00    4:34.91  
 12 Logan Katseanes              Bronco Track & R     4:26.00    4:34.92  
 13 Derek Gunn                   Boise State          4:26.00    4:36.56  
 14 Cameron Lockard              Boise State          4:35.00    4:39.30  
 15 Luke Hetrick                 Northwest Nazare     4:40.00    4:43.63  
 16 Josh Fortin                  Bronco Track & R     4:36.00    4:46.00  
 17 David Creamer                Boise State          4:25.00    4:46.31  
 18 Wesley Porter                Bronco Track & R     4:40.00    4:48.97  
 19 Tyler Towner                 Bronco Track & R     4:42.00    4:57.51  
 20 Kristen Brown                Bronco Track & R     4:47.00    5:17.37  
 -- Nate Lloyd                   Utah State           4:25.27         NT  
 -- Heath Wing                   Utah State           4:26.50         NT  
 -- Martin Romero-Clark          Concordia (Ore.)     4:18.00         NT  
 -- Todd Griffith                Utah State           4:21.00         NT  
 -- Josh Merioles                Northwest Nazare     4:40.00         NT  
 -- Ty Axman                     Bronco Track & R     4:07.00         NT  
 
Event 2  Women 1 Mile Run
================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
  1 Erin Stratton                Utah State           4:57.87    4:59.23  
  2 Allison Taylor               Utah State           5:11.16    5:07.92  
  3 Karinne Bentley              Utah Valley Stat     5:03.17    5:09.70  
  4 Ashley Puga                  Northwest Nazare     5:03.56    5:13.09  
  5 Shelise Walker               Utah Valley Stat     5:17.13    5:14.11  
  6 Tiffany Tandy                Nevada               5:15.00    5:15.36  
  7 Marcella Bosch               Eastern Oregon       5:14.71    5:15.68  
  8 Mary Nothum                  Utah Valley Stat     5:10.65    5:16.83  
  9 Breanna Sande                Boise State          4:58.00    5:18.26  
 10 Kalina Zufelt                Utah Valley Stat     5:19.80    5:19.51  
 11 Sara Bates                   Eastern Oregon       5:23.85    5:21.85  
 12 Justine Baugh                Utah State           5:21.18    5:22.96  
 13 Shea Hanson                  Boise State          5:05.00    5:24.73  
 14 Samantha Robert              Concordia (Ore.)     5:16.00    5:26.13  
 15 Esmeralda Martinez-Ramos     Mesa State Colle     5:30.56    5:31.88  
 16 Kalyn Kenney                 Nevada               5:28.00    5:31.89  
 17 Kristin Palmer               Nevada               5:20.00    5:33.40  
 18 Pamila Ward                  Boise State          5:21.00    5:33.55  
 19 Chrsitine Eckstein           Eastern Oregon       5:30.00    5:36.79  
 20 Heidi Suder                  Boise State          5:26.00    5:39.19  
 21 Mandy Russ                   Nevada               5:20.00    5:40.40  
 22 Breanne Whitlock             Boise State          5:35.00    5:44.00  
 23 Danielle Beesley             Northwest Nazare                6:15.82  
 24 Jennifer Stenga              Boise State          5:50.00    6:15.89  
 -- Lauren Moran                 Concordia (Ore.)     5:15.00         NT  
 -- Alicia Holt                  Utah State           5:12.64         NT  
 
Event 3  Men 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H# Points
===================================================================================
  1 Nick Karren                  Utah State              8.14       8.32   2 
  2 John Strang                  Utah State              8.29       8.34   1 
  3 Brandon Greaf                Idaho State             8.32       8.36   1 
  4 Andrew Graham                Utah Valley Stat        8.31       8.54   1 
  5 Lucas Ohmes                  Eastern Oregon          8.78       8.66   2 
  6 Blake Bolen                  Utah State              8.52       8.68   2 
  7 Jon Goble                    Utah State              8.40       8.69   1 
  8 Dustin Cloud                 Eastern Oregon                     8.82   3 
  9 Curtis Parrish               Concordia (Ore.)        8.69       8.92   2 
 10 Chris Wilson                 Concordia (Ore.)        8.50       9.02   2 
 11 Eric Demers                  Boise State             8.65       9.10   1 
 12 Kegan Lassiter               Northwest Nazare                   9.14   3 
 13 Eric Serres                  Concordia (Ore.)        9.50       9.45   3 
 14 Michael Clark                Concordia (Ore.)        9.15       9.51   2 
 15 Josh Grewe                   Northwest Nazare        9.31       9.56   3 
 16 Asa Miller                   Eastern Oregon          8.95       9.68   3 
 17 Dallas Beaty                 Northwest Nazare        8.77      10.57   2 
 18 Stuart Montgomery            Northwest Nazare                  10.90   3 
 -- Dylan Nielson                Utah State              8.10         NT   1 
 -- Nathan Capps                 Unattached              8.24         NT   1 
 
Event 4  Women 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H# Points
===================================================================================
  1 Megan Olivetti               Boise State             8.79       8.69   1 
  2 Ashlee Cannon                Utah State              8.64       8.73   1 
  3 Analisa Serrano              Nevada                  8.77       8.88   1 
  4 Gina Deckard                 Nevada                             9.05   1 
  5 Heidi Hopkins                Utah State              9.05       9.20   1 
  6 Sonia Grabowska              Utah State                         9.49   4 
  7 Amanda Peart                 Utah Valley Stat        9.68       9.59   2 
  8 Aubrie Neil                  Nevada                  9.46       9.65   1 
  9 Andrea Silver                Boise State             9.50       9.79   2 
 10 Dominique Jacoy              Concordia (Ore.)       10.68       9.91   3 
 11 Jennifer Boswell             Nevada                             9.92   4 
 12 Brooke Demers                Boise State             9.60       9.97   2 
 12 Samantha Boyd                Eastern Oregon         10.00       9.97   3 
 14 Tiera Zaugg                  Utah Valley Stat        9.81      10.01   2 
 15 Andrea Keirstead             Nevada                 10.05      10.02   3 
 16 Kimmie Moore                 Eastern Oregon          9.65      10.13   2 
 17 Camille Fehlberg             Utah State              9.26      10.20   1 
 18 Kayli Campbell               Eastern Oregon         10.10      10.31   3 
 19 Alexa Anderson               Nevada                            10.47   4 
 20 MJ Usabel                    Northwest Nazare                  10.49   4 
 21 Jill Bennett                 Northwest Nazare                  10.57   4 
 22 Sabrina Hoffman              Concordia (Ore.)       10.58      10.77   3 
 23 Natalie Corbet               Mesa State Colle       10.97      10.78   3 
 24 Jessika McClune              Eastern Oregon          9.80      10.80   2 
 25 Heather Pence                Northwest Nazare       11.02      10.81   4 
 26 Beth McLam                   Northwest Nazare                  11.00   4 
 27 Erin Ontko                   Eastern Oregon         10.25      11.12   3 
 28 Jessianne Heley              Eastern Oregon         10.30      11.40   3 
 
Event 5  Men 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H# Points
===================================================================================
  1 Kyle Christoffersen          Boise State            48.90      49.38   1 
  2 Brandon Waller               Utah State             48.76      49.48   1 
  3 Zack Hevner                  Utah State             50.29      49.57   3 
  4 Maurus Hope                  Northwest Nazare       49.80      49.66   1 
  5 Sean Waller                  Utah State             50.73      49.93   3 
  6 Kyle Grigsby                 Boise State            49.60      50.10   2 
  7 Logan McNeil                 Utah Valley Stat       49.12      50.21   2 
  8 Andrew Graham                Utah Valley Stat       49.85      50.48   2 
  9 Dallas Beaty                 Northwest Nazare       50.30      50.63   4 
 10 Mitch Ward                   Northwest Nazare       49.90      50.83   3 
 11 Jordan Hamblen               Concordia (Ore.)       49.78      51.26   2 
 12 Cody Buckendorf              Boise State            50.53      51.37   4 
 13 Matt Challender              Concordia (Ore.)       49.65      51.62   1 
 14 Lukasz Wicha                 Utah State             51.00      51.80   4 
 15 Andy Mecham                  Utah Valley Stat       50.01      51.91   3 
 16 Tom Burdett                  Eastern Oregon         52.00      54.32   4 
 
Event 6  Women 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H# Points
===================================================================================
  1 Nerisha Phillip              Boise State            55.72      56.33   1 
  2 Katelyn Jensen               Utah State             56.26      57.77   1 
  3 Paige Olivetti               Boise State            55.73      57.84   1 
  4 Heidi Hopkins                Utah State             58.50      57.87   3 
  5 Camille Fehlberg             Utah State             57.76      58.82   1 
  6 Tiera Zaugg                  Utah Valley Stat       59.73      58.92   2 
  7 Jen Day                      Utah State             58.33      59.24   2 
  8 Jamie Beaty                  Northwest Nazare       59.80    1:00.38   2 
  9 Lacy Hopkins                 Boise State            59.50    1:00.61   2 
 10 April Pate                   Nevada                          1:01.77   4 
 11 Amanda Peart                 Utah Valley Stat     1:03.85    1:02.12   3 
 12 Kelsie Pacham                Utah State           1:02.10    1:02.15   3 
 13 Regal Minyard                Nevada                          1:04.58   4 
 14 Natalie Corbet               Mesa State Colle     1:03.42    1:05.45   4 
 15 Briana Hammer                Mesa State Colle     1:04.57    1:10.53   4 
 -- Danielle Stallworth          Nevada               1:03.00         FS   3 
 
Event 7  Men 60 Meter Dash
===================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H# Points
===================================================================================
  1 Per Strandquist              Boise State             6.85       6.90   1 
  2 Marlon Douglas               Boise State             6.99       6.92   1 
  3 Eric Capelle                 Boise State             7.04       6.98   2 
  4 Eetu Viitala                 Boise State             7.05       7.05   3 
  5 Savvas Diakonikolas          Bronco Track & R        7.02       7.18   2 
  5 Mike Fogt                    Utah Valley Stat        7.03       7.18   1 
  7 Benjamin Neff                Boise State             7.15       7.23   2 
  8 Andrew Wise                  Eastern Oregon          7.30       7.25   1 
  9 James Llamas                 Unattached                         7.30   3 
  9 Jorden Pope                  Utah Valley Stat        7.22       7.30   2 
 11 Brent Fogt                   Utah Valley Stat        7.17       7.31   1 
 12 Curtis Parrish               Concordia (Ore.)        7.56       7.37   1 
 13 Derek Sepe                   Northwest Nazare        7.33       7.38   3 
 14 Eric Serres                  Concordia (Ore.)        8.20       7.42   3 
 15 Jordan Weidel                Utah State              7.15       7.45   2 
 16 Eric Zwiefelhofer            Northwest Nazare        7.42       7.48   2 
 17 Patrick Fennimore            Concordia (Ore.)        7.65       7.54   2 
 18 Jordan Hamblen               Concordia (Ore.)        7.68       7.61   2 
 19 Dane Manley                  Northwest Nazare        7.55       7.63   3 
 20 DeAndre Burton               Concordia (Ore.)        7.94       7.80   3 
 21 Corey Johnson                Northwest Nazare                   7.86   3 
 22 Chris Wilson                 Concordia (Ore.)        7.56       7.97   1 
 -- Blake Bolen                  Utah State              7.05         FS   1 
 
Event 8  Women 60 Meter Dash
===================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H# Points
===================================================================================
  1 Jazmine Wittman              Utah Valley Stat        7.76       7.81   1 
  2 Nataucha Lowry               Boise State             7.67       7.93   1 
  3 Amanda Morse                 Utah Valley Stat        7.83       7.94   3 
  4 Natasha Martin               Utah Valley Stat        7.84       7.96   3 
  5 Ashlee Cannon                Utah State              7.93       7.98   1 
  6 Zandrea Nelson               Utah Valley Stat        7.92       8.04   2 
  7 Brittany Chadwick            Utah State              7.92       8.07   2 
  8 Kimiko Kamo                  Utah State              7.83       8.09   1 
  9 Maria Halton                 Utah State              7.71       8.10   1 
 10 Kandace Shoell               Utah State              8.10       8.17   2 
 11 Gina Deckard                 Nevada                             8.19   4 
 12 Latoya Tidwell               Northwest Nazare        8.12       8.20   2 
 13 Joyce Oniah                  Concordia (Ore.)        8.35       8.21   4 
 14 Aubrie Neil                  Nevada                             8.23   5 
 15 Jami Daniels                 Utah Valley Stat        8.14       8.26   3 
 15 Chalese West                 Utah State              8.06       8.26   3 
 17 Kaley Jameson                Concordia (Ore.)        8.40       8.37   3 
 18 Eunice Makinde               Concordia (Ore.)        8.47       8.39   4 
 19 Brandy Deimling              Mesa State Colle        8.00       8.40   1 
 20 Dominique Jacoy              Concordia (Ore.)        8.52       8.42   4 
 21 Molly Reid                   Northwest Nazare                   8.45   5 
 22 Kelsey Kinzer                Eastern Oregon          8.30       8.46   3 
 23 Melisa Abesa                 Eastern Oregon          8.20       8.49   1 
 24 Dani Schwalbe                Boise State             8.20       8.53   3 
 25 Christa Brediger             Northwest Nazare        8.35       8.61   1 
 26 Sharelle Seward              Northwest Nazare        8.67       8.74   4 
 27 Stephanie Litsheim           Mesa State Colle        8.23       8.90   3 
 28 Danielle Bickford            Northwest Nazare        9.10       9.29   2 
 29 Jennifer Krause              Northwest Nazare                   9.43   5 
 30 Chelsey Jones                Northwest Nazare        9.05       9.49   4 
 31 Courtney Michelson           Northwest Nazare                  10.01   4 
 32 Brittany Kasegang            Northwest Nazare        9.82      10.24   4 
 -- Erin Ontko                   Eastern Oregon          8.58         FS   2 
 
Event 9  Men 800 Meter Run
================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
  1 Caleb Cazier                 Boise State          1:53.20    1:54.52  
  2 James Allred                 Utah State           1:53.51    1:54.59  
  3 Tim Rowberry                 Utah Valley Stat     1:52.23    1:54.77  
  4 Matt Schmasow                Boise State          1:54.00    1:57.26  
  5 Heath Wing                   Utah State           1:56.40    1:57.51  
  6 Dusty Klein                  Boise State          1:55.30    1:57.73  
  7 Cordero Cisneros             Concordia (Ore.)     1:53.96    1:57.77  
  8 Matthew Moyer                Boise State          1:54.00    1:57.84  
  9 Nick Tatro                   Boise State          1:57.00    1:58.61  
 10 Michael McKell               Utah Valley Stat     1:58.52    1:59.02  
 11 Michael Walrath              Boise State          1:54.00    1:59.25  
 12 Jessy Brown                  Concordia (Ore.)     1:54.86    2:00.24  
 13 Ryan Booth                   Eastern Oregon       2:05.00    2:00.52  
 14 Tyler Killpack               Utah State           2:01.07    2:00.70  
 15 Todd Griffith                Utah State           1:58.83    2:01.77  
 16 Eric Larson                  Utah State           1:55.62    2:02.61  
 17 Ben Kessen                   Utah State           1:57.40    2:02.67  
 18 Nate Lloyd                   Utah State           1:58.00    2:03.41  
 19 Mercer Owen                  Utah State           2:03.34    2:07.07  
 20 Fernando Morales             Eastern Oregon       1:58.48    2:07.36  
 21 Mike Lewis                   Northwest Nazare     1:59.00    2:10.71  
 22 Tyler June                   Bronco Track & R     2:03.00    2:13.62  
 23 Josh Wageman                 Northwest Nazare     1:59.00    2:14.82  
 24 Caleb Reynolds               Northwest Nazare     2:05.00    2:20.73  
 -- Geoff Moore                  Boise State          2:02.00         NT  
 -- Martin Romero-Clark          Concordia (Ore.)     1:53.56         NT  
 
Event 10  Women 800 Meter Run
================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
  1 Kayleen McDowell             Boise State          2:09.00    2:13.88  
  2 Elaine Connolly              Utah State           2:14.03    2:13.91  
  3 Linsie Michels               Concordia (Ore.)     2:11.00    2:15.14  
  4 Polly Smith                  Nevada               2:16.22    2:15.84  
  5 Jaclyn Puga                  Northwest Nazare     2:15.00    2:17.73  
  6 Elisa Decker                 Northwest Nazare     2:16.19    2:18.32  
  7 Alexis Meyer                 Utah State           2:21.74    2:18.74  
  8 Shelise Walker               Utah Valley Stat     2:19.07    2:19.56  
  9 Katie Thatcher               Utah State           2:22.54    2:19.68  
 10 Christy Works                Nevada               2:18.50    2:20.30  
 11 Kalina Zufelt                Utah Valley Stat     2:21.27    2:22.10  
 12 Mary Nothum                  Utah Valley Stat     2:14.12    2:22.33  
 13 Carli Blankanship            Boise State          2:17.00    2:23.86  
 14 Andrea Ager                  Mesa State Colle     2:32.47    2:24.06  
 15 Kami Hernandez               Eastern Oregon       2:25.55    2:24.74  
 16 Deb Vigil                    Mesa State Colle     2:29.42    2:26.90  
 17 Alma Garcilazo               Eastern Oregon       2:25.50    2:30.13  
 18 Jennifer Boswell             Nevada                          2:32.64  
 19 Kristi Pace                  Boise State          2:30.00    2:36.71  
 20 Taide Marquez                Mesa State Colle     2:34.81    2:37.63  
 21 Maygen Cardona               Boise State          2:45.00    3:05.16  
 -- Erin Stratton                Utah State           2:16.42         NT  
 
Event 11  Men 200 Meter Dash
===================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H# Points
===================================================================================
  1 Per Strandquist              Boise State            22.20      21.85   3 
  2 Marlon Douglas               Boise State            22.01      21.99   1 
  3 Eric Capelle                 Boise State            22.25      22.29   2 
  4 John Strang                  Utah State                        22.32   7 
  5 Benjamin Neff                Boise State            22.60      22.49   3 
  6 Brent Fogt                   Utah Valley Stat       22.55      22.61   5 
  7 Michael McPherson            Utah Valley Stat       22.72      22.80   4 
  8 Steve Anderson               Boise State            22.60      22.89   4 
  9 Mike Fogt                    Utah Valley Stat       22.35      22.93   2 
 10 Zach Stringham               Idaho State            22.60      22.95   6 
 11 Andrew Wise                  Eastern Oregon                    23.05   7 
 12 Jorden Pope                  Utah Valley Stat       22.13      23.15   1 
 13 Derek Sepe                   Northwest Nazare       23.32      23.34   4 
 14 Matt Challender              Concordia (Ore.)       23.56      23.42   3 
 15 Blake Bolen                  Utah State             23.25      23.52   2 
 16 Shay White                   Eastern Oregon         23.61      23.53   5 
 17 Jordan Hamblen               Concordia (Ore.)       22.98      23.61   1 
 18 Dan Hill                     Northwest Nazare       23.40      23.83   2 
 19 Dane Manley                  Northwest Nazare       23.58      23.96   6 
 20 Tom Burdett                  Eastern Oregon                    24.18   7 
 21 Eric Zwiefelhofer            Northwest Nazare       23.82      24.41   5 
 22 Patrick Fennimore            Concordia (Ore.)       23.45      25.02   4 
 23 Andrew Sneed                 Northwest Nazare                  25.93   7 
 
Event 12  Women 200 Meter Dash
===================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H# Points
===================================================================================
  1 Nerisha Phillip              Boise State            24.40      24.93   1 
  2 Megan Olivetti               Boise State            24.54      25.07   1 
  3 Paige Olivetti               Boise State            24.73      25.12   2 
  4 Ashlee Cannon                Utah State             25.65      25.53   3 
  5 Jazmine Wittman              Utah Valley Stat       25.56      25.73   1 
  6 Zandrea Nelson               Utah Valley Stat       25.36      25.84   2 
  7 Nataucha Lowry               Boise State            24.84      25.92   3 
  8 Natasha Martin               Utah Valley Stat       25.95      25.99   4 
  9 Amanda Morse                 Utah Valley Stat       25.78      26.07   6 
 10 Kimiko Kamo                  Utah State             25.46      26.10   3 
 11 Maria Halton                 Utah State             24.90      26.21   1 
 12 Analisa Serrano              Nevada                 25.32      26.22   2 
 13 Latoya Tidwell               Northwest Nazare       26.32      26.29   4 
 14 Orie Gamez                   Eastern Oregon         25.97      26.42   4 
 15 Jessica Wortley              Utah Valley Stat       25.77      26.56   3 
 16 Jami Daniels                 Utah Valley Stat       26.17      26.60   5 
 17 Chalese West                 Utah State                        26.65  10 
 18 Brittany Chadwick            Utah State             25.26      26.78   2 
 19 Andrea Silver                Boise State            29.10      27.22   8 
 20 Grace DeBoot                 Eastern Oregon         27.89      27.44   7 
 21 Regal Minyard                Nevada                            27.54   9 
 22 Kandace Shoell               Utah State             27.01      27.57   5 
 23 Sabrina Hoffman              Concordia (Ore.)       27.56      27.78   6 
 24 Eunice Makinde               Concordia (Ore.)       28.23      27.79   8 
 25 Brooke Demers                Boise State            27.10      27.95   5 
 26 Kaley Jameson                Concordia (Ore.)       27.20      28.06   6 
 27 Joyce Oniah                  Concordia (Ore.)       25.96      28.13   4 
 28 Christa Brediger             Northwest Nazare       27.38      28.40   6 
 29 Brandy Deimling              Mesa State Colle       27.48      28.43   7 
 30 Dani Schwalbe                Boise State            27.90      28.68   7 
 31 Danielle Stallworth          Nevada                            29.11  10 
 32 Sharelle Seward              Northwest Nazare       28.26      29.34   9 
 33 Jennifer Conner              Northwest Nazare       28.00      29.43   8 
 34 Tasha Thompson               Mesa State Colle       27.90      29.92   7 
 35 Sierra Wiggins               Mesa State Colle       29.62      30.35   8 
 36 Danielle Bickford            Northwest Nazare       31.08      31.01   9 
 37 Brooklyn Barton              Mesa State Colle       29.71      31.56   9 
 
Event 13  Men 3000 Meter Run
================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
  1 Jared Keller                 Utah Valley Stat     8:51.18    8:42.39  
  2 Danny Moody                  Utah Valley Stat     9:08.17    8:47.96  
  3 Daniel Howe                  Utah State           8:52.00    8:48.20  
  4 Barak Watson                 Unattached           8:43.00    8:55.46  
  5 Cam Starner                  Eastern Oregon       9:22.28    9:03.63  
  6 Kyle Gray                    Unattached           9:08.66    9:18.04  
  7 Terry Johnsen                Unattached                      9:21.86  
  8 Carlos Quintana              Eastern Oregon                  9:35.16  
  9 Alex Crystal                 Northwest Nazare                9:40.19  
 10 Michael Seven                Bronco Track & R     9:47.00    9:59.20  
 -- Hank Hetrick                 Northwest Nazare                     NT  
 -- Josh Burrus                  Concordia (Ore.)     9:24.00         NT  
 -- Jason Holt                   Utah State           8:38.55         NT  
 
Event 14  Women 3000 Meter Run
================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
  1 Alexis Skarda                Mesa State Colle    11:00.51   10:11.54  
  2 Amanda Moreno                Nevada              10:10.00   10:20.07  
  3 Karleigh Gempler             Boise State         10:20.00   10:33.08  
  4 Amanda Gramly                Nevada              10:15.00   10:35.80  
  5 Karinne Bentley              Utah Valley Stat    10:17.23   10:42.57  
  6 Alma Janet Martinez          Nevada              10:14.66   10:44.34  
  7 Kendra Hernandez             Boise State         10:20.00   10:45.35  
  8 Krystal Harper               Utah Valley Stat    10:15.32   10:46.04  
  9 Esmeralda Martinez-Ramos     Mesa State Colle    11:20.54   10:47.00  
 10 Angela Baker                 Utah Valley Stat    10:17.90   10:48.08  
 11 Vanessa Hawkins              Utah State          10:13.38   10:52.27  
 12 Alice Taylor                 Concordia (Ore.)    11:10.00   11:16.40  
 13 Natalia Jarawka              Nevada              10:35.00   11:21.90  
 14 Melody Braden                Boise State         10:45.00   11:26.53  
 15 Ashley Rendahl               Northwest Nazare    11:23.33   11:26.94  
 16 Maggie Pesanti               Concordia (Ore.)    11:43.00   11:51.18  
 
Event 15  Men 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================================
    School                                               Seed     Finals  H# Points
===================================================================================
  1 Utah State  'A'                                   3:18.00    3:17.47   1 
     1) James Allred                    2) Brandon Waller                 
     3) Zack Hevner                     4) Sean Waller                    
  2 Boise State  'A'                                  3:18.00    3:18.31   1 
     1) Kyle Christoffersen             2) Kyle Grigsby                   
     3) Zacharias Arnos                 4) Steve Anderson                 
  3 Utah Valley State  'A'                            3:25.49    3:20.70   1 
     1) Logan McNeil                    2) Andrew Graham                  
     3) Andy Mecham                     4) Brandon Lovell                 
  4 Northwest Nazarene  'A'                           3:22.20    3:21.69   1 
     1) Dallas Beaty                    2) Dan Hill                       
     3) Maurus Hope                     4) Mitch Ward                     
  5 Boise State  'B'                                  3:24.00    3:24.25   2 
     1) Marlon Douglas                  2) Cody Buckendorf                
     3) Matt Schmasow                   4) Caleb Cazier                   
  6 Concordia (Ore.)  'A'                             3:24.00    3:24.59   2 
     1) Jordan Hamblen                  2) Cordero Cisneros               
     3) Eric Serres                     4) Curtis Parrish                 
  7 Boise State  'C'                                             3:25.64   3 
     1) Matthew Moyer                   2) Michael Walrath                
     3) Dusty Klein                     4) Austin Edwards                 
  8 Utah Valley State  'B'                            3:29.44    3:29.59   3 
     1) Michael McPherson               2) Michael McKell                 
     3) Tim Rowberry                    4) Brent Fogt                     
  9 Eastern Oregon  'A'                                          3:30.47   2 
     1) Ryan Booth                      2) Jeff Roy                       
     3) Shay White                      4) Fernando Morales               
 10 Eastern Oregon  'B'                                          3:30.87   2 
     1) Lucas Ohmes                     2) Asa Miller                     
     3) Ivan Staeheli                   4) Chris Hoppie                   
 
Event 16  Women 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================================
    School                                               Seed     Finals  H# Points
===================================================================================
  1 Boise State  'A'                                  3:45.00    3:49.52   1 
     1) Nerisha Phillip                 2) Paige Olivetti                 
     3) Kayleen McDowell                4) Megan Olivetti                 
  2 Utah State  'A'                                   3:45.77    3:51.87   1 
     1) Katie Thatcher                  2) Katelyn Jensen                 
     3) Heidi Hopkins                   4) Jen Day                        
  3 Utah Valley State  'A'                            3:50.81    3:52.44   1 
     1) Zandrea Nelson                  2) Tiera Zaugg                    
     3) Jessica Wortley                 4) Chelsea Baker                  
  4 Nevada  'A'                                       3:53.20    3:59.66   1 
     1) Tiffany Sells                   2) Analisa Serrano                
     3) Polly Smith                     4) Regal Minyard                  
  5 Northwest Nazarene  'A'                           4:03.00    4:01.61   2 
     1) Jamie Beaty                     2) Ashley Puga                    
     3) Jaclyn Puga                     4) Elisa Decker                   
  6 Utah Valley State  'B'                            4:03.09    4:06.50   2 
     1) Megan Brown                     2) Shelise Walker                 
     3) Kalina Zufelt                   4) Jami Daniels                   
  7 Boise State  'B'                                             4:10.90   1 
     1) Nataucha Lowry                  2) Carli Blankanship              
     3) Shea Hanson                     4) Lacy Hopkins                   
  8 Eastern Oregon  'A'                                          4:11.49   2 
     1) Kelsey Kinzer                   2) Samantha Boyd                  
     3) Orie Gamez                      4) Kimmie Moore                   
  9 Concordia (Ore.)  'A'                             4:02.00    4:13.82   2 
     1) Linsie Michels                  2) Kaley Jameson                  
     3) Sabrina Hoffman                 4) Stephanie Persaud              
 10 Eastern Oregon  'B'                                          4:15.32   2 
     1) Jessianne Heley                 2) Jessika McClune                
     3) Kami Hernandez                  4) Erin Ontko                     
 11 Mesa State College  'A'                           4:18.00    4:24.77   2 
     1) Taide Marquez                   2) Andrea Ager                    
     3) Jessica Smith                   4) Deb Vigil                      
 
Event 17  Men High Jump
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Clint Silcock                Utah State             2.14m      2.10m    6-10.75  jump off
     1.75 1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O  XXX 
  2 Casey Parker                 Utah State             2.04m     J2.10m    6-10.75  jump off
     1.75 1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 
        P    P    P    P    P    O    O  XXO 
  3 Kyley Johnson                XO                     2.18m      2.05m    6-08.75 
     1.75 1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O  XXX 
  4 Asa Miller                   Eastern Oregon         1.92m      1.85m    6-00.75 
     1.75 1.80 1.85 1.90 
        P  XXO   XO   XX 
  5 Josh Heidegger               Northwest Nazare                  1.75m    5-08.75 
     1.75 1.80 
        O  XXX 
 -- Sterling Clegg               Utah Valley Stat       1.87m         NH            
     1.75 1.80 1.85 1.90 
        P    P    P  XXX 
 
Event 18  Women High Jump
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Jenny Brogdon                Unattached             1.72m      1.68m    5-06.00 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.78 
        P    P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX 
  2 Tara Pickett                 Utah State             1.70m      1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 
        P    P    P    P    O    O   XO  XXX 
  3 Amanda Gentry                Nevada                 1.61m      1.58m    5-02.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 
        P    P    P    O   XO   XO  XXX 
  4 Brooke Demers                Boise State            1.57m      1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 
        P    P    O    O    O  XXX 
  5 Erika Schmid                 Concordia (Ore.)       1.68m      1.48m    4-10.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 
        P    P    O    O  XXX 
  6 Danielle Fergason            Concordia (Ore.)       1.52m      1.43m    4-08.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 
        O    O   XO  XXX 
  6 Alexa Anderson               Nevada                            1.43m    4-08.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 
      XXO   XO  XXO  XXX 
  6 Jennifer Boswell             Nevada                            1.43m    4-08.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 
        O    O    O  XXX 
  9 Andrea Keirstead             Nevada                            1.38m    4-06.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 
        O    O  XXX 
  9 Tiffany Ferch                Northwest Nazare                  1.38m    4-06.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 
        P   XO  XXX 
 
Event 19  Men Pole Vault
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Paul Litchfield              Unattached             5.50m      5.35m   17-06.50 
     3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70 4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35 5.50 
        O    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O   XO    O  XXX 
  2 Ben Allen                    Unattached             5.45m      5.15m   16-10.75 
     3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70 4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O   XO   XX 
  3 Sam Pierson                  Idaho State            5.25m      4.85m   15-11.00 
     3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70 4.85 5.00 
        P    P    P    P    P    O   XO  XXX 
  4 Lucas Ohmes                  Eastern Oregon         4.80m      4.70m   15-05.00 
     3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70 4.85 
        P    P    O    O    O    O  XXX 
  5 Zach Stringham               Idaho State            4.77m     J4.70m   15-05.00 
     3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70 4.85 
        P    P    P    P   XO   XO  XXX 
  6 John Johnson                 Utah State             4.60m     J4.70m   15-05.00 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70 
        P    P    P    P   PP    P   PP   PP    P   XO  XXO  XXO 
  7 Jacob Hull                   Utah Valley Stat       4.60m      4.55m   14-11.00 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O   XO  XXX 
  8 Palmer Hawkins               Utah State             4.60m     J4.55m   14-11.00 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P   XO  XXO  XXX 
  9 Daniel Thompson              Boise State            4.50m      4.40m   14-05.25 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 
        P    P    P    P    P    P   XO    O    O   XO  XXX 
  9 Jake Maybe                   Utah State             4.60m      4.40m   14-05.25 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P   XO    O  XXO  XXX 
  9 Levi Ball                    Utah Valley Stat       4.74m      4.40m   14-05.25 
     3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 
        P    P   XO    O  XXX 
  9 Jared Ray                    Utah Valley Stat       4.65m      4.40m   14-05.25 
     3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 4.55 
        P    P    P   XO  XXX 
 13 Nathan Capps                 Unattached             4.62m      4.25m   13-11.25 
     3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 
        O    O   XO  XXX 
 14 Eric Zwiefelhofer            Northwest Nazare       4.30m      4.10m   13-05.25 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXO  XXX 
 15 Eric Demers                  Boise State            4.40m      3.95m   12-11.50 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 
        P    P    P    P    P    O  XXO  XXX 
 15 Ben Shea                     Northwest Nazare       4.30m      3.95m   12-11.50 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 
        P    P    P    P    P    P   XO  XXX 
 17 Josh Grewe                   Northwest Nazare       3.20m      3.50m   11-05.75 
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 
        P    P    O    O  XXX 
 -- David Loomis                 Utah State             4.45m         NH            
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.25 4.40 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Paul Gensic                  Unattached                           NH            
5.15
      XXX 
 -- Andrew Sneed                 Northwest Nazare                     NH            
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 
        P    P    P    P   PP    P    P  XXX 
 -- Steven Schafer               Northwest Nazare                     NH            
     3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 
Event 20  Women Pole Vault
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Kylee Gleason                Idaho State                       3.75m   12-03.50 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.85 
        P    P    O    O   XO    O  XXX 
  2 BreAnna Craig                Boise State            3.55m     J3.75m   12-03.50 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.85 
        P    P    O    O    O   XO  XXX 
  3 Danielle Valentine           Boise State            3.75m     J3.75m   12-03.50 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.85 
        P    P   XO   XO    O   XO  XXX 
  4 Alicia Echaverria            Nevada                 3.51m      3.60m   11-09.75 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 
        P    P   XO    O    O  XXX 
  5 Kirstin Flesher              Utah State             3.50m     J3.60m   11-09.75 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 
        P    P   XO    O  XXO  XXX 
  6 Cayla Weissert               Eastern Oregon         3.50m      3.30m   10-10.00 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 
        P    O   XO  XXX 
  7 MJ Usabel                    Northwest Nazare                  3.15m   10-04.00 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 
        O    O  XXX 
  8 Brittany Groenhout           Boise State            3.14m      3.00m    9-10.00 
     3.00 3.15 
       XO  XXX 
  8 Karina Elzinga               Northwest Nazare                  3.00m    9-10.00 
     3.00 3.15 
       XO  XXX 
  8 Kaycee Gillespie             Concordia (Ore.)       3.22m      3.00m    9-10.00 
     3.00 3.15 
      XXO  XXX 
  8 Kendra Jantzi                Concordia (Ore.)       2.89m      3.00m    9-10.00 
     3.00 3.15 
       XO  XXX 
  8 Maddison Stapleton           Eastern Oregon                    3.00m    9-10.00 
     3.00 3.15 
       XO  XXX 
 -- Karlie Fitzgerald            Utah State             2.90m         NH            
3
      XXX 
 -- Hailee Bingham               Utah State             2.90m         NH            
3
      XXX 
 -- Kaylene Gastaldi             Utah State             3.80m         NH            
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 
        P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Amanda Konzal                Northwest Nazare                     NH            
3
      XXX 
 
Event 21  Men Long Jump
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Zacharias Arnos              Boise State            7.45m      7.51m   24-07.75 
      7.24m  7.20m  FOUL  7.37m  FOUL  7.51m
  2 Savvas Diakonikolas          Bronco Track & R       7.89m      7.50m   24-07.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  7.50m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Eetu Viitala                 Boise State            7.45m      7.36m   24-01.75 
      FOUL  7.14m  7.25m  FOUL  7.30m  7.36m
  4 Ryan Grinnell                Boise State            7.80m      7.32m   24-00.25 
      FOUL  7.32m  7.24m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  5 John Strang                  Utah State                        6.95m   22-09.75 
      6.75m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  6.95m  6.95m
  6 Blake Hadfield               Utah State             7.42m      6.78m   22-03.00 
      6.78m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Michael McPherson            Utah Valley Stat       6.39m      6.61m   21-08.25 
      6.48m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  6.61m
  8 DeAndre Burton               Concordia (Ore.)                  6.30m   20-08.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  6.30m  5.89m  6.05m  FOUL
  9 Andy Mecham                  Utah Valley Stat       6.47m      6.26m   20-06.50 
      FOUL  4.88m  6.26m  5.84m  FOUL  6.12m
 10 Eric Demers                  Boise State                       6.16m   20-02.50 
      FOUL  6.16m  FOUL           
 11 Patrick Fennimore            Concordia (Ore.)       5.99m      6.07m   19-11.00 
      6.07m  5.69m  5.62m           
 12 Jon Goble                    Utah State                        6.06m   19-10.75 
      6.00m  6.06m  5.79m           
 13 Mark Hanson                  Northwest Nazare       6.40m      5.97m   19-07.00 
      5.81m  5.97m  FOUL           
 -- Stuart Montgomery            Northwest Nazare       5.80m       FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 
Event 22  Women Long Jump
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Eleni Kafourou               Boise State            6.54m      6.19m   20-03.75 
      6.19m  FOUL  6.04m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  2 Sonia Grabowska              Utah State             5.51m      5.43m   17-09.75 
      5.04m  5.19m  FOUL  5.43m  5.29m  FOUL
  3 Lakeesha Cadogan             Concordia (Ore.)       5.40m      5.42m   17-09.50 
      FOUL  5.32m  5.29m  5.42m  5.35m  5.31m
  4 Analisa Serrano              Nevada                 5.45m      5.33m   17-06.00 
      5.33m  4.78m  FOUL  4.91m  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Megan Olivetti               Boise State            5.00m      5.32m   17-05.50 
      5.32m  5.16m  5.22m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Molly Reid                   Northwest Nazare                  5.19m   17-00.50 
      5.12m  4.98m  4.86m  5.19m  5.03m  FOUL
  7 Jami Daniels                 Utah Valley Stat       5.14m      5.16m   16-11.25 
      4.88m  5.03m  4.94m  5.11m  4.97m  5.16m
  8 Tiera Zaugg                  Utah Valley Stat       5.40m      5.11m   16-09.25 
      4.92m  5.11m  5.02m  4.83m  4.93m  5.00m
  9 Ann Noyes                    Boise State            4.87m      4.97m   16-03.75 
      4.85m  4.91m  4.97m  4.81m  4.79m  4.72m
 10 Jessika McClune              Eastern Oregon         5.00m      4.80m   15-09.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  4.80m           
 11 Jennifer Boswell             Nevada                            4.70m   15-05.00 
      FOUL  4.60m  4.70m           
 12 Jill Bennett                 Northwest Nazare                  4.61m   15-01.50 
      4.61m  4.48m  4.34m           
 13 Dominique Jacoy              Concordia (Ore.)       4.72m      4.60m   15-01.25 
      4.43m  4.59m  4.60m           
 14 Aubrie Neil                  Nevada                 4.97m      4.57m   15-00.00 
      4.42m  4.45m  4.57m           
 15 Alexa Anderson               Nevada                            4.51m   14-09.75 
      4.35m  4.51m  4.29m           
 16 Maycee Bekkedahl             Northwest Nazare                  4.45m   14-07.25 
      4.45m  4.33m  4.35m           
 17 Samantha Boyd                Eastern Oregon         4.70m      4.35m   14-03.25 
      FOUL  4.35m  4.21m           
 18 Jessianne Heley              Eastern Oregon         4.60m      4.23m   13-10.50 
      4.18m  4.23m  FOUL           
 18 Andrea Keirstead             Nevada                            4.23m   13-10.50 
      FOUL  4.16m  4.23m           
 20 Beth McLam                   Northwest Nazare                  4.12m   13-06.25 
      FOUL  4.12m  FOUL           
 21 Chelsey Jones                Northwest Nazare       3.87m      3.76m   12-04.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  3.76m           
 -- Laura Vonarx                 Northwest Nazare       4.71m       FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 
Event 23  Men Triple Jump
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Ryan Grinnell                Boise State           16.55m     16.02m   52-06.75 
      FOUL  15.56m  FOUL  FOUL  15.94m  16.02m
  2 Zacharias Arnos              Boise State           15.85m     15.69m   51-05.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  15.23m  15.69m  15.61m
  3 DeAndre Burton               Concordia (Ore.)      14.45m     13.64m   44-09.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  13.64m  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Josh Heidegger               Northwest Nazare      12.56m     12.97m   42-06.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  12.97m  FOUL
 -- Ben Allen                    Unattached                         FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 
Event 24  Women Triple Jump
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Eleni Kafourou               Boise State           13.36m     12.86m   42-02.25 
      12.67m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  12.86m
  2 Aurelia Houston              Nevada                11.37m     11.24m   36-10.50 
      FOUL  11.00m  11.24m  10.81m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Laura Vonarx                 Northwest Nazare      11.41m     11.03m   36-02.25 
      FOUL  11.03m  10.94m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Lakeesha Cadogan             Concordia (Ore.)      11.46m     10.90m   35-09.25 
      FOUL  10.87m  10.67m  10.75m  FOUL  10.90m
  5 Julia Stewart                Utah State                       10.77m   35-04.00 
      10.26m  FOUL  10.77m  10.52m  FOUL  9.98m
  6 Ann Noyes                    Boise State           10.66m     10.38m   34-00.75 
      10.37m  10.38m  10.08m  9.89m  10.07m  10.26m
  7 Molly Reid                   Northwest Nazare                 10.34m   33-11.25 
      10.13m  9.78m  10.34m  10.33m  10.22m  9.46m
  8 Danielle Fergason            Concordia (Ore.)      11.15m     10.19m   33-05.25 
      10.18m  FOUL  10.05m  1.64m  10.19m  FOUL
  9 Maycee Bekkedahl             Northwest Nazare      10.03m      9.96m   32-08.25 
      9.47m  9.96m  9.79m  9.80m  FOUL  FOUL
 
Event 25  Men Shot Put
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Quniten Baxter               Eastern Oregon        14.88m     15.66m   51-04.50 
      14.35m  FOUL  15.46m  FOUL  FOUL  15.66m
  2 Bryce Hall                   Utah State            16.84m     15.54m   51-00.00 
      15.35m  15.54m  FOUL  FOUL  15.52m  FOUL
  3 Tyler Ellis                  Utah State            15.42m     15.10m   49-06.50 
      14.82m  15.10m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  14.91m
  4 Simon Wardhaugh              Boise State           15.70m     14.69m   48-02.50 
      14.34m  FOUL  14.69m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Zach Barclay                 Northwest Nazare      14.62m     14.58m   47-10.00 
      14.58m  14.07m  14.39m  14.00m  13.98m  FOUL
  6 Grant Miller                 Northwest Nazare      14.50m     14.38m   47-02.25 
      14.04m  14.27m  14.38m  FOUL  14.27m  FOUL
  7 Ty Bunting                   Utah Valley Stat      13.70m     14.00m   45-11.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  13.23m  13.30m  14.00m  13.69m
  8 Jeremiah Drelleshak          Concordia (Ore.)      14.68m     13.19m   43-03.25 
      FOUL  13.19m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Andy Munsy                   Eastern Oregon        13.48m     13.10m   42-11.75 
      12.69m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  13.10m
 10 Diego Estrada                Northwest Nazare      13.00m     12.67m   41-07.00 
      12.63m  12.67m  12.66m           
 11 Jordan Fenters               Northwest Nazare      13.93m     12.64m   41-05.75 
      12.44m  12.64m  FOUL           
 12 Daniel Litchford             Utah Valley Stat      12.46m     12.28m   40-03.50 
      12.28m  11.99m  11.95m           
 13 Tony Darcy                   Unattached                       11.95m   39-02.50 
      10.60m  11.95m  11.85m           
 14 Steve Anderson               Boise State           13.00m     11.46m   37-07.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  11.46m           
 15 Josh Grewe                   Northwest Nazare      10.40m     11.09m   36-04.75 
      11.09m  10.86m  10.74m           
 16 Grady White                  Unattached                        9.92m   32-06.50 
      9.92m  8.89m  9.38m           
 17 Stuart Montgomery            Northwest Nazare                  8.75m   28-08.50 
      FOUL  8.75m  FOUL           
 
Event 26  Women Shot Put
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Spela Hus                    Utah State            14.05m     13.90m   45-07.25 
      13.37m  13.31m  13.80m  13.90m  FOUL  FOUL
  2 Nicole Knighton              Utah Valley Stat      13.35m     13.57m   44-06.25 
      13.16m  13.57m  13.47m  13.39m  12.80m  FOUL
  3 Constance McAlman            Nevada                12.08m     13.16m   43-02.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  12.95m  FOUL  FOUL  13.16m
  4 Joy Warrington               Northwest Nazare      13.41m     12.19m   40-00.00 
      FOUL  11.76m  12.19m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Maryn Pincock                Utah Valley Stat      12.03m     12.19m   40-00.00 
      12.19m  11.99m  11.55m  12.09m  11.56m  12.06m
  6 Shannon Prince               Utah State            11.56m     12.10m   39-08.50 
      11.35m  12.10m  11.92m  12.07m  11.71m  11.92m
  7 Alyssa Osai                  Boise State           12.01m     12.03m   39-05.75 
      FOUL  11.45m  12.03m  11.26m  11.42m  FOUL
  8 Cortnie Broadus              Utah State            12.57m     11.61m   38-01.25 
      11.61m  10.61m  11.33m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Becky Reeves                 Utah Valley Stat      11.88m     11.48m   37-08.00 
      10.85m  11.33m  11.48m  FOUL  10.43m  11.10m
 10 Becky Phillips               Utah Valley Stat      11.86m     11.38m   37-04.00 
      11.38m  10.79m  FOUL           
 11 Jaleesa Jeffery              Nevada                12.08m     11.36m   37-03.25 
      11.15m  11.36m  11.24m           
 12 Kelley Thompson              Utah Valley Stat      11.25m     10.95m   35-11.25 
      10.95m  10.47m  10.80m           
 13 Nadine Russell               Boise State                      10.38m   34-00.75 
      10.38m  10.30m  FOUL           
 14 Michelle Clements            Mesa State Colle      10.66m     10.37m   34-00.25 
      FOUL  10.37m  9.62m           
 15 Alexa Anderson               Nevada                           10.29m   33-09.25 
      9.79m  10.29m  FOUL           
 15 Dani Schwalbe                Boise State                      10.29m   33-09.25 
      10.29m  FOUL  8.77m           
 17 Jennifer Boswell             Nevada                           10.07m   33-00.50 
      8.92m  10.07m  9.75m           
 18 Chelsey Jones                Northwest Nazare                  9.77m   32-00.75 
      8.70m  9.77m  9.42m           
 19 Shayna Shute                 Northwest Nazare      11.37m      9.65m   31-08.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  9.65m           
 20 Tiffany Barlet               Unattached                        9.06m   29-08.75 
      8.26m  FOUL  9.06m           
 21 Andrea Keirstead             Nevada                            7.79m   25-06.75 
      7.78m  7.38m  7.79m           
 
Event 27  Men Weight Throw
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Trevor Kraychir              Boise State           19.32m     18.97m   62-03.00 
      17.84m  18.97m  18.56m  17.42m  18.06m  FOUL
  2 Chris Dilley                 Eastern Oregon        18.08m     18.91m   62-00.50 
      16.93m  16.99m  FOUL  18.91m  16.89m  FOUL
  3 Zach Barclay                 Northwest Nazare      13.00m     16.29m   53-05.50 
      15.11m  15.66m  FOUL  15.26m  16.29m  15.07m
  4 Bryce Hall                   Utah State            16.18m     15.61m   51-02.75 
      15.61m  15.47m  FOUL  FOUL  14.87m  FOUL
  5 Tyler Ellis                  Utah State            15.86m     15.58m   51-01.50 
      14.55m  15.29m  14.77m  15.39m  15.58m  FOUL
  6 Alex Nelson                  Boise State           16.81m     15.41m   50-06.75 
      15.25m  FOUL  14.81m  15.41m  15.22m  FOUL
  7 Grant Miller                 Northwest Nazare      15.00m     15.06m   49-05.00 
      15.06m  FOUL  14.85m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Andy Munsy                   Eastern Oregon        15.11m     14.50m   47-07.00 
      14.50m  14.40m  14.28m  FOUL  14.44m  14.49m
  9 Quniten Baxter               Eastern Oregon        14.50m     14.44m   47-04.50 
      14.00m  14.35m  14.44m  14.29m  14.32m  13.77m
 10 Jordan Fenters               Northwest Nazare      14.30m     13.24m   43-05.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  13.24m           
 11 Ty Bunting                   Utah Valley Stat      13.98m     13.13m   43-01.00 
      FOUL  13.13m  FOUL           
 12 Daniel Litchford             Utah Valley Stat      13.19m     12.59m   41-03.75 
      12.59m  12.50m  12.14m           
 13 Diego Estrada                Northwest Nazare      14.00m     12.06m   39-07.00 
      12.06m  FOUL  11.88m           
 
Event 28  Women Weight Throw
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Krista Larson                Utah State            18.08m     17.49m   57-04.75 
      17.49m  17.14m  FOUL  16.93m  FOUL  FOUL
  2 Kasey Kraychir               Unattached            17.50m     17.34m   56-10.75 
      17.34m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  17.16m
  3 Constance McAlman            Nevada                16.25m     17.06m   55-11.75 
      15.28m  15.86m  17.06m  16.49m  16.90m  16.93m
  4 Katie Kraychir               Unattached            16.91m     16.68m   54-08.75 
      16.68m  FOUL  16.36m  16.21m  16.20m  FOUL
  5 Mele Vaisima                 Boise State           15.84m     16.52m   54-02.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  13.82m  FOUL  13.51m  16.52m
  6 Shannon Prince               Utah State            15.50m     15.37m   50-05.25 
      13.89m  15.00m  FOUL  13.78m  FOUL  15.37m
  7 Alyssa Osai                  Boise State           13.71m     15.33m   50-03.50 
      15.33m  14.69m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Trisha Harshberger           Eastern Oregon        14.52m     14.57m   47-09.75 
      13.80m  14.57m  13.75m  FOUL  14.19m  14.01m
  9 Courtney Little              Northwest Nazare      13.39m     13.82m   45-04.25 
      13.77m  13.47m  12.57m  FOUL  13.63m  13.82m
 10 Spela Hus                    Utah State            14.24m     13.28m   43-07.00 
      11.46m  13.28m  FOUL  FOUL  11.85m  FOUL
 11 Kelley Thompson              Utah Valley Stat      12.59m     13.09m   42-11.50 
      12.22m  13.09m  12.79m           
 12 Nicole Knighton              Utah Valley Stat      14.05m     12.85m   42-02.00 
      12.85m  12.82m  FOUL           
 13 Jaleesa Jeffery              Nevada                11.40m     12.61m   41-04.50 
      10.82m  12.61m  FOUL           
 14 Nadine Russell               Boise State           14.32m     12.31m   40-04.75 
      12.31m  FOUL  12.10m           
 15 Joy Warrington               Northwest Nazare      13.30m     12.15m   39-10.50 
      11.85m  12.15m  11.39m           
 16 Erika McCarthy               Northwest Nazare      13.00m     11.55m   37-10.75 
      11.40m  FOUL  11.55m           
 17 Mary Beth Nash               Eastern Oregon        12.37m     11.52m   37-09.50 
      11.52m  11.46m  11.18m           
 18 Becky Reeves                 Utah Valley Stat      12.44m     11.41m   37-05.25 
      FOUL  11.41m  FOUL           
 19 Shayna Shute                 Northwest Nazare      13.33m     11.39m   37-04.50 
      11.15m  11.39m  10.37m           
 20 Becky Phillips               Utah Valley Stat      11.27m     11.05m   36-03.00 
      10.35m  11.05m  10.87m           
 21 Maryn Pincock                Utah Valley Stat      11.20m      9.50m   31-02.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  9.50m           
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